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Dependence of thep-electron eigenvalue sum on the number of atoms in almost spherical C cage
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A free-electron-like model is first shown to lead to the eigenvalue sum of thep electrons in almost spherical
C cages, being proportional toN, whereN is the number of C atoms. The model is also closely related to a
tight-binding model, stemming from the Hu¨ckel theory ofp electrons. The equilibrium radiusRe of the C
cages is assumed to be determined by the ‘‘rule’’ of constant surface area per C atom, and henceRe}N1/2. We
then compare these models with a series of Hartree-Fock calculations on the fullerenes C50, C60, C70, and
C84, from which more accurate energy scaling relations are obtained. Finally, the relation between the total
energy of the four C cages at equilibrium and the all-electron eigenvalue sum is confirmed by the Hartree-Fock
studies.
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I. BACKGROUND AND OUTLINE

We have been independently examining quite differ
models for treating thep electrons in buckminsterfulleren
and related almost spherical C cages@1,2#. In the first of
these references, the so-called March model of fuller
@3–5# was employed; however, it was employed in its si
plest form, in which self-consistency was not impose
Therefore, here we shall turn to the second model of a q
different kind, namely, that of freep electrons confined to
the surface of a sphere@6–10#.

The p levels, in zeroth order, are those of a rigid rotat
having degeneracy (2j 11) and energies\2 j ( j 11)/2I with I
the moment of inertia. With double occupancy up throu
the nth shell, one then finds a total energy proportional to

2(
j 50

n

j ~ j 11!~2 j 11!5n~n11!2~n12!, ~1!

which is easily confirmed in the limit of largeN by replacing
the summations by integration. With the identification ofI as
mR2,

Ep5
n~n11!2~n12!\2

2mR2 . ~2!

Below, we shall insert an~approximate! equilibrium cage
radius@see Eqs.~4! and~5! below# and, recognizing the tota
number of electrons as 2( j 50

n (2 j 11)52(n11)2, we find

Ep5
\2N

8mke
22

\2

4mke
2 , ~3!

which is plainly the correct general form for a graphe
sheet. A similar leadN dependence is also obtained for t
simple Hückel tight-binding model@11#, wherein there is a
resonance integralb between each site and its three near
neighbors. Indeed, by the Gerschgorn circle theorem, all
MO eigenvalues must be bound between23ubu and13ubu so
1050-2947/2002/66~1!/013210~5!/$20.00 66 0132
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that the total N electron ground-state energy must
bounded between23ubuN and13ubuN. Moreover, the MO
levels are anticipated to be not too nonuniformly distribut
so that the ground state is>2CN ~with CÞ0 and probably
not too different from 3ubu/2, as indicated in Ref.@12#!. To
reach Eq.~3!, we have used an ‘‘equilibrium’’ radiusRe de-
termined by the ‘‘rule’’ that the surface area per C ato
remains constant as the cage size becomes larger throug
increase in the number of C atomsN. This means that

4pRe
2

N
5const ~4!

or

Re5keN
1/2, ~5!

whereke is a constant, which can evidently be fitted to t
experimental value ofRe for buckminsterfullerene itself with
N560 ~see also Table I below!. Substituting Eq.~5! into Eq.
~2! then yields Eq.~3! above.

An alternative argument can be given from tw
dimensional Thomas-Fermi theory. Suppose thep electrons
are modeled as a uniform distribution spread over the alm
spherical cage. Then the kinetic energyT is given by@13#

TABLE I. Ground-state energyE and sum of eigenvalues forp
electronsEp in atomic units, and equilibrium radiiRe in Å for the
four cages for which Hartree-Fock data has been obtained.N is the
number of C atoms in the cage.

N 50 60 70 84

E/N 237.5884 237.6029 237.5926 237.5874
Ep /N 20.2232 20.2275 20.2234 20.2223
Re 3.278 3.582 3.865 4.256
Re /AN 0.463 0.462 0.462 0.464
©2002 The American Physical Society10-1
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T5Ack
~2!n2, ck

~2!5
p\2

2m
, ~6!

whereA is the area andn is the number ofp electrons per
unit area, i.e.,

n5
N

4pR2 . ~7!

Thus, the total kinetic energy is given by

T5~4pR2!
ck

~2!N2

~4pR2!2 5
ck

~2!N2

4pR2 5
\2N2

8mR2 , ~8!

and by again using Eq.~5!, we find T}N. Since in the
‘‘rigid-rotator-like’’ model all the energy is kinetic, we con
firm Eq. ~3! to leading order by the simplest form of densi
functional theory.

This is the point at which we shall bring these simp
model predictions into contact with quantitative Hartre
Fock ~HF! calculations on four C cages, namely, C50, C60,
C70, and C84. This is done in Sec. II below. Section II
presents a relationship between total energyE and eigen-
value sumEs . Section IV constitutes a summary with som
suggestions for possible future work.

II. HARTREE-FOCK STRUCTURES OF SOME C CAGES

A. Structures taken for four C cages and
computational details

For C60 it is, of course, well established that the lowe
isomer is the European football configuration. For C84, we
have used the work of Manolopoulos and Fowler@14#, in
which a whole variety of isomers were classified. The o
we have chosen~albeit with some inevitable arbitrariness! is
that of the highest symmetry. The nuclear framework is
picted in Fig. 1~d!. For C70, similar symmetry consideration
led us to study the nuclear structure in Fig. 1~c!, while the
framework adopted for C50 is depicted in Fig. 1~a! ~see also
Schmalzet al. @15#!.

FIG. 1. Structure of the buckminsterfullerene~b!, and also the
~assumed! high symmetry structures of C50 ~a!, C70 ~c!, and C84 ~d!
used here.
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As a first step toward understanding overall structural
fects of fullerene cages, we report Hartree-Fock energetic
these four C cages constrained to a spherical shape—
with all the nuclei at a common distanceR from the center.
The Hartree-Fock energies have been obtained using
MINI-I basis set. We discuss our findings below. While o
Hartree-Fock calculations involve all electrons, they w
yield further insight into this field of C clusters to also e
tract information directly concerned with thep electrons.

B. Scaling of total energy curves for the four C cages

It turns out that the Hartree-Fock total energyE(N,R),
whereN denotes the number of C atoms andR denotes the
cage radius, can be well represented by the form

E~N,R!

N
5a1b

N1/2

R
1c

N

R2 , ~9!

as shown in Fig. 2 for the four cages. In this figure, the fo
curves have been shifted by a small constant to bring th
into coincidence. At the equilibrium radii, precise numeric
values ofE/N for the four cages are collected in Table
Naturally, there is chemistry in the small differences betwe
the total energy per carbon atomE/N versusN in the higher
decimal places of the HF results. The ‘‘law’’ of consta
surface area per C atom for the equilibrium radius embod
in Eq. ~4! is already clear from Fig. 2 and is confirmed in th
final row of Table I. The sum of occupied orbital energiesEs
is plotted in Fig. 3, where it is shown that there is remarka
scaling of the four cages; the solid curve corresponds to
same Eq.~9! with parameters recorded in Fig. 3.

C. p-electron energies

Next, we have extracted thep-eigenvalue sum for the C
cages. The reader will note that, owing to the curvature
spherical clusters it is not possible to immediately ident
the p orbitals among the canonical HF orbitals. O
p-eigenvalue sum, for a given Cn cage, corresponds to th

FIG. 2. Total HF energyE/N plotted vs N1/2/R for all four
cages. The curves for the individual cages have been shifted
constant to bring them into coincidence.
0-2
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sum over then canonical orbitals, which show the highe
projection over a set ofn p-like atomic functions orthogona
to the spherical cage surface. The four values ofEp /N at
equilibrium are also recorded in Table I and show remarka
constancy. Presumably, the constant number already refl
the value anticipated to hold for a single graphene sh
although, of course, the largest value ofN in Table I is only
84. Figure 4 shows thep-electron eigenvalue sum for th
four cages.

III. RELATION BETWEEN TOTAL ENERGY AND
EIGENVALUE SUM OF ALL ELECTRONS: HF RESULTS

AT THE EQUILIBRIUM CAGE RADII

To conclude this discussion of the HF results, we ha
examined the relation between total energyE(N,Re) and ei-
genvalue sumEs(N,Re) ~now of all electrons! for the four C
cages on which we have HF data. The motivation for t
goes back to March and Plaskett’s@16# study on atoms. They

FIG. 3. Eigenvalue sumsEs /N plotted vsN1/2/R for C50, C60,
C70, and C84. Values for the parametersa, b, andc representing the
best fit to Eq.~9! for the composite curve are recorded. The curv
have been shifted by a constant as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 4. p-electron eigenvalue sumsEp /N vs N1/2/R for C50,
C60, C70, and C84. The curves have been shifted by a constant a
Fig. 2.
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showed, using the simplest form of density functional theo
namely, the Thomas-Fermi statistical method, that

E5 3
2 Es . ~10!

This relation was later shown by Ruedenberg@17# ~see also
March@18#! to be well obeyed by self-consistent calculatio
on a variety of molecules at their equilibrium geomet
Therefore, in Fig. 5 we have plottedE(N,Re) versus the
all-electron eigenvalue sumEs(N,Re). There is indeed a lin-
ear relation, and the dashed line is drawn with slope 3/2
comparison. The fit is seen to be quantitative.

IV. SUMMARY AND POSSIBLE DIRECTIONS FOR
FURTHER STUDY

The main achievements of this study of spherical ca
can be summarized as follows. First, the total energy,
eigenvalue sum, and thep-electron eigenvalue sum as
function ofN andR can be fitted accurately by the form~9!.
As seen from Fig. 3, for the total eigenvalue sumEs there is
quite remarkably accurate scaling relating all four cages.
believe this scaling should be robust against later change
isomer structures for C50, C70, and C84 when the lowest
energy structure is experimentally established. Second,
have extracted thep-electron eigenvalue sum at the equili
rium cage radii~see Table I!. These, in the form ofEp /N,
are already remarkably constant and, even thoughN is small,
we expect constancy to have already been closely
proached. Third, the relation~10! between the total energ
and the eigenvalue sum, for all electrons, calculated at
equilibrium radii, is demonstrated to hold almost quanti
tively for the four cages studied.

Typically, there will be notable anisotropic curvature f
fullerenes at equilibrium geometry. To see this, first consi
a best candidate for uniform curvature: this is a fullere
with the pentagonal ‘‘defects’’ spread as uniformly as po
sible, that is, an icosahedral-symmetry fullerene. For suc
fullerene~which we imagine for the large-N limit !, the pen-
tagons may be viewed to be at the corners of an icosahed

s

n

FIG. 5. Total HF energyE vs eigenvalue sumEs at the equilib-
rium radiusRe for C50, C60, C70, and C84. The dashed line repre
sentsE5(3/2)Es .
0-3
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like superstructure, with all other rings being hexagons. T
consider a graphitic region corresponding to one of the
angular faces of the icosahedronlike superstructure. The
of this face~there being 20 such faces!, as measured on th
surface of a~uniformly curved! spherical surface of radiusR,
is

Acurved5
4pR2

20
. ~11!

The length of the side of such a spherical triangle isl
5uR, whereu is the angle subtended by the edge as view
from the center of the sphere. The area of a planar trian
with the same length edges isAflat5( l /2)(A3/4l ). But Aflat
~as would correspond to an unstrained section of the
phitic lattice! and Acurved do not agree; there is a strain p
carbon atom of

s;AAflat /~N/20!2AAcurved/~N/20!. ~12!

This strain occurs for each bond in the graphitic portion
the network. So with about 3N/2 such bonds, the total stres
is Estress'(3N/2)1/2ks2 with k as some suitable force con
stant~for CuC aromatic bonds!. Thus,

Estress;15kS 31/4

2
u2Ap

5 D 2

R2. ~13!

But R2}N, so that stress is quite important, and can ev
give a correction beyond that of bulk graphite if unrelieve
as with the spherically curved surface. If a structure ot
than that of icosahedral symmetry for the arrangement of
pentagons is presumed, then the geometric factor abov
modified, but still nonzero.

The question of relief of curvature strain then arises~still
in the limit of largeN!. Again as a representative examp
the icosahedral symmetry arrangement may be conside
One simply imagines that the structure deforms to look l
an icosahedron superstructure with the pentagons at the
ces. That is, the triangular graphitic regions of the preced
paragraph are imagined to be changed from the spheric
curved form of the preceding paragraph to near planar
gions with anisotropic curvature at the edges connec
each triangular region to adjacent ones. Then, within the
n-
.

y
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nar triangular regions there is no strain and no stress; inst
it all occurs at the edges of the triangles. Clearly, the to
amount of such edge is'30R;N1/2 so that now we have a
structure with less stress,Estress8 ;N1/2. Again, the proportion-
ality depends on the particular manner of dispersal of
pentagons, the overall conclusion being that geome
Gaussian curvature is@2# preferably localized in the region
of the pentagons with then anisotropic curvature~without
Gaussian curvature! mediating between such neighboring r
gions. Notably for computations@19# on large non-open-shel
icosahedral-symmetry fullerenes, the suggested polyhed
ization can be clearly perceived in diagrams of the geome
optimized structures~most clearly for the largest treated,
N5540!.

We have already referred to the urgent need to settle
question of the lowest isomer structures for C50, C70, and
C84. This presently appears to be a task for experimenta
~see@20#!. Current theoretical approaches lack the power
decisively distinguish between isomer structures that w
differ very little in energy. A final comment concerns co
nectivity theory. Beyond the constancy of the values
Ep /N in Table I, we conclude that a correction term
O(1/AN) could exist. However, using the HF values, th
behavior is not monotonic. For several approximatio
within the connectivity ~or Hückel! theory, a term of
O(1/AN) is present in the study by Gutman and Soldato´
@21#, though their approximations are gauged against a se
(;100) benzenoids~without pentagonal rings!.
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